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Economic growth slowed in 2015 after a strong pickup in 2014.
Economic activity was hurt by foreign exchange shortages
and further expectations of currency devaluation. Exports

have also been weighed down by worsening security conditions in
the region and sluggish global growth. While the economy benefit-
ed from a strong recovery in tourism during 2014 and early 2015,
and a healthy boost to public capital spending, both factors
appeared to fade during the second half of 2015. 

Several indicators have pointed to slower activity in the econo-
my since the start of 2015. Real GDP growth began slowing in 1Q15
and continued to ease in 2Q15. The production index began to
retreat around the middle of the year against the year before. The
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) dipped significantly below 50 ear-
ly in the year and again later in 2015. Private credit growth, which
had held up most of 2015, slowed towards the end of the summer,
reflecting slowing economic activity.

Egypt’s fiscal and external positions continued to face significant
pressures, with conditions appearing to deteriorate in 2015. The
country continues to record a large fiscal deficit after foreign govern-
ment grants declined. Reforms to address the deficit have not
moved quickly enough. The external position also worsened in 2015,
with the current account deficit widening and foreign reserves
remaining relatively tight despite generous GCC deposits. Several
devaluations helped reduce the pressure on the pound, but expecta-
tions of further declines in the currency and difficulties obtaining for-
eign currency have kept investors in wait-and-see mode.

Recovery lost steam 
Following a robust recovery in 2014, economic growth began to

lose steam in 2015. Real GDP growth slowed to 2.1% year-on-year
(y/y) in 2Q15 (chart 2). Economic growth still managed to average a
relatively strong 4.1% in FY14/15, though this was largely due to
strong growth in 3Q14 and 4Q14, when output benefited from basis
effects. In FY15/16, we expect growth to slow to around 3.5% before
accelerating once again to 4% in FY16/17 and 4.5% in FY17/18
(chart 1).

One of the key indicators of the slowdown has come from the
Ministry of Planning’s production index, which has been solidly in
negative territory since June 2015 (chart 5). In August 2015, the 3-
month moving average was down 4.5% y/y. The main source of the
slowdown has been a contraction in manufacturing activity, which
accounts for as much as 38% of the index. The slowdown has been
largely in the petrochemicals sector and was due to reduced avail-
ability of gas feedstock as authorities prioritized gas for power gen-
eration during the peak summer months.

Slower growth in transportation and tourism has also been a
source of slowdown, according to the production index data.
Indeed, growth in tourist numbers slowed during 3Q15 following
strong growth in the previous four quarters. The sector had benefit-
ed from strong basis effects in 3Q14 and 4Q14; those began to fade
earlier this year. By 3Q15, tourist numbers began to decline. The
number of visitors fell by 5% y/y during 3Q15, while the cumulative
number of “nights stayed by tourists” fell by 9% y/y (chart 6). Further
deterioration can now be expected following the tragic downing of
a Russian commercial aircraft carrying largely Russian tourists back
home from Sharm El-Sheikh; evidence now points to an act of ter-
rorism.

Markit’s Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) has also indicated a
slowdown in 2015, though until 4Q15 there was still some hope
that the slowdown may only be temporary. The index first fell below
the critical 50 mark in January and hit a 17 month low in February of
46.8 before improving somewhat. The index appeared to improve in
2Q15 and 3Q15, but sank back down to 47.2 in October and 45.0 in
November. The index has averaged 49.0 during the first eleven
months of 2015, down from 50.3 during the same period in 2014.

Credit growth has also eased in recent months, following a strong
run. The pace began to slow during the summer, with annualized
growth falling to 4.7% during 3Q15 compared to growth topping
27% during the first half of 2015. Despite the slowdown in 3Q15,
growth from a year ago remained relatively robust at 16.1% y/y in
October 2015 (chart 8).

Inflation eased 
Inflation has eased during 2015, with core inflation falling to its

lowest level since early 2013. Core inflation fell to 6.3% in October
2015. Headline inflation was somewhat higher at 9.7% but remains
below the average of the previous fiscal year ending June 2015. One
of the factors is a basis effect; a year ago in June 2014, price levels
were pushed higher due to a government hike in fuel prices. With
inflation easing, the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) moved to reduce its
policy rates by 50 basis points earlier in 2015. Rates have been
steady since, with the CBE deposit rate at 8.75% and the CBE lend-
ing rate at 9.75%. Treasury bill rates have been largely steady as well,
at around 11-11.5% for the 3-month bills. The exception was a brief
period in June 2015 when rates rose slightly towards 12.25% before
settling back down again (chart 11).

Fiscal deficit remains high 
Egypt’s large fiscal deficit remains a key concern for the coun-

try’s outlook. The fiscal position has deteriorated over the last year,
in large part due to a decline in official grants. The deficit reached
13.9% of GDP for the 12 months ending in May 2015. This com-
pares to 10.9% a year before. The Ministry of Finance has yet to
publish full FY14/15 figures on the budget (chart 9). Spending
growth has continued to outpace revenue growth. Spending grew
by 24% during the 12 months ending in May 2015 compared to
the year before; revenue growth was half that at 13%. As a result,
spending has risen to over 34% of GDP, up as much as six percent-
age points since 2010. Meanwhile, revenues (excluding grants)
have been largely steady at around 20% of GDP. 

External pressures 
The current account deficit deteriorated through 2Q15 largely

on a decline in official transfers, though weaker oil exports and
strong imports were also to blame. While Egypt continues to ben-
efit from GCC deposits at the central bank, grants to the govern-
ment have declined. The deficit widened to 4% of GDP on a 12-
month trailing basis through 2Q15, its worst level in three years.
The trade balance widened by 14% during the 12 months through
2Q15. Lower oil export receipts, largely from a decline in the price
of oil, were the main culprit. Oil exports fell by 30% between the
12 months ending in June 2014 and the same period in 2015.
Higher imports have also been a source of deterioration, though
the pace of growth has clearly eased.

At the same time, official transfers (i.e. grants) have virtually
gone to zero after they accounted for 3.6% of GDP in 2014. This
has cost the balance of payments around $3 billion in the 12
months ending in 2Q15, double the size of the loss coming from
the deteriorating trade balance. Private transfers, which are almost
entirely from worker remittances, remain an important source of
foreign currency for Egypt (they amount to around 9% of GDP),
though, their growth has been more modest recently, slowing to
4.1% y/y during the last 12 months.

While growth in service receipts (which include tourism rev-
enues) has been healthy, they only offset some of the deteriora-
tion in the trade balance. Tourism receipts grew by as much as
45% during the 12 months through 2Q15; this large increase was
due to a weak base during the second half of 2013 when receipts
had collapsed following the June 2013 removal of President Morsi.
But 2Q15 still saw healthy growth of 17% y/y even without this

basis effect. Foreign direct investment (FDI) improved somewhat
in 2015, which has helped finance a growing current account
deficit. FDI rose to 2.1% of GDP during the 12 months ending in
2Q15, compared to 1.4% a year before. The amount of FDI during
the period rose to $2.1 billion, up from $1.4 billion the year before. 

USD-denominated bond yields 
Yields on sovereign bonds denominated in US dollars have

been rising in recent months.The increase has generally coincided
with rising yields in advanced markets and to a greater extent in
emerging markets, all  driven by expectations of higher interest
rates by the US Federal Reserve. However, Egypt has seen yields
rise somewhat more rapidly, which could reflect a deteriorating
risk profile, given heightened growth and security concerns. Yields
on USD denominated sovereign debt due in 2020 and 2040 have
risen by 177 and 157 basis points (bps) since July 2015 to 6.5% and
8.9%, respectively (chart 10). The country’s credit default swap
(CDS) has also been on the rise; it has risen from around 270 bps in
late in 2014to 425bps in early December 2015.

Official reserves stable 
Official foreign currency reserves held by the CBE have come

under pressure recently, despite a $6 billion deposit made by GCC
allies in April 2015. Reserves stood at $16.4 billion at the end of
November2015 (chart 13).At around 3.2 months of imports,
reserves are near the minimum level recommended by the IMF. 

The central bank has sought to devalue the pound several
times in 2015 in an effort to stem the pressure and improve access
to foreign currency in the market (chart 14). The CBE allowed the
Egyptian pound (EGP) to depreciate against the US dollar in
February,July and again in October 2015. The last move was
reversed a few weeks later in what appeared to be an attempt to

limit expectations of further currency declines. Through
November, the EGP was down by 8.7% ytd against the USD and by
0.3% in trade-weighted terms. The pound continues to have an
active unofficial market, where the currency trades at a 4-5% pre-
mium to the official rate (or 8.15-8.25 EGP/USD) according to press
sources.

The main challenge for the central bank has been managing
the external pressures on the pound without allowing the curren-
cy to devalue too rapidly. CBE policy under the former governor,
Hisham Ramez, was to maintain capital controls and ration access
to foreign currency through an auction system in place since early
2013. This set of policies has been criticized for creating a severe
foreign currency shortage and for negatively impacting economic
activity. It is not clear if Tarek Amer, the new governor who took
office in November 2015, will change policy in any major way.

Sharp declines in 2015
Egypt’s stock market has declined significantly since it peaked

in February 2015, mostly in line with similar declines in other
emerging markets. Egypt’s EGX30 index was down by nearly 29%
through November 2015 (chart 15); the Egypt MSCI total return
index was down by over 25% ytd. This followed three years of
robust gains, when the market largely outperformed markets in
the region. In a positive step for investors, authorities recently
announced that they paid all pending foreign portfolio fund repa-
triation requests. The last batch of pending requests, according to
the central bank, amounted to $547 million. It should be noted
that these requests were for investors opting not to use the CBE’s
repatriation mechanism or where investments predated its intro-
duction in 2013. The mechanism remains an option for foreign
portfolio investors wishing to repatriate proceeds from their trad-
ing activity.

Egypt’s growth slowed in 2015 
as activity hurt by bottlenecks

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank is happy to announce
that its exciting 3-in-1 mega trio draw is
scheduled to take place on 7 January
2016, in The Grand Avenues at The
Avenues Mall starting at 7 pm. This event
is the biggest of the year as it includes the
Al Danah draw for KD 1 Million, plus cash
prizes of KD 250,000 and KD 50,000 which
will also be awarded to lucky Al Danah
account holders.  This mega-trio draw
event will also have the Salary and Red
account holders draw take place and the
prizes include a brand new Cadillac SRX
and cash prizes up to KD 1,500.
Additionally, the yearly Salary draw will
take place with 2 cash prizes of KD 25,000.
As with all Gulf Bank’s draws, this event

will be held in the presence of a represen-
tative from the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.

To participate in the Al Danah draws,
customers must have an Al Danah
account containing a minimum of KD 200.
Customers can open a new Al Danah
account at any one of the 56 Gulf Bank
branches in Kuwait. Those who have an
account can increase their chances of win-
ning by increasing the amount they have
deposited in their Al Danah account. This
will also increase their chances of winning
one of the two KD1, 000 prizes, which are
drawn each working day.  

Furthermore, new Red Account or
Salary Account customers who have

opened an account and transferred their
student allowance or salary are eligible to
enter the monthly cash draws for a chance
to also win up to KD 1,500. In addition, the
quarterly car draw will be for 1 lucky win-
ner who will have a chance to win a new
Cadillac SRX.  Plus, 2 winners will also be
announced during the yearly salary draw
who will each win a cash prize of KD25,000.
For further information about the Al
Danah, Salary and Red accounts and prize
draws, visit one of Gulf Bank’s 56 branches,
or call Gulf Bank’s Customer Contact Center
on 1805805.  General information about
Gulf Bank’s products and services can also
be found at the Bank’s website at www.e-
gulfbank.com. 

DUBAI: Nissan Middle East’s recent
‘Innovation that Excites’ activation for the new
Nissan X-Trail on the popular social media
platform, Instagram, has won the top prize at
the Middle East Public Relations Awards
(MEPRA) in the ‘Consumer Goods’ category.
“Working closely with our agency, Memac
Ogilvy, we produced a unique and effective
activation on the most engaging social media
platform of all: Instagram,” says Yolande
Pineda, Nissan Middle East’s Director of
Corporate Communications. 

“We wanted the introduction of the new
Nissan X-Trail to stand out from the hundreds
of car launches that happen here each year,
and to live up to Nissan’s promise of
‘Innovation that Excites’. The net result of this
campaign for Nissan was an organic 32 per-
cent increase in followers on Instagram, and
this award at the prestigious MEPRA is a great
recognition of our efforts to bring innovative
engagement platforms with our customers.”

The new Nissan X-Trail appeals to young
and adventurous people with a lust for life -
many of whom are avid users of Instagram,
attracted by its interactivity with a global
audience, and they create engaging con-
tent each day that expresses their per-
sonalities. With this target audience in
mind, an innovative Instagram cam-
paign was deemed to be ideal because
it fits in with their existing behavior
and interests. After careful analysis and
in-depth research, Nissan’s team identified
six of the UAE’s most active and influential
Instagram users, all of whom enjoy huge

audiences and embody what the new Nissan
X-Trail is all about: cutting edge, connected,
confident, adventurous and bold.

Using the 2015 Nissan X-Trail before it
was publicly available, Nissan sent these six
individuals on a unique road trip to an undis-
closed location, during which they compet-
ed against one another by sharing their
experiences with their followers. Every time
the Instagrammers received a strategically
chosen ‘trigger word’ (such as ‘adventure’, ‘X-
Trail’ and ‘road trip’) in their com-
ments, they earned points
which were added to,
the more interac-

tion they had with their followers.
Using Instagram, the six shared their

experiences through photographs every
step of the way with their followers and,
using the hashtag #TheOneToFollow, which
communicates the new Nissan X-Trail’s supe-
riority over its competition, Nissan managed
to effectively communicate its message in
the most engaging way possible and the ter-
minology being used by users and followers
of the chosen six demonstrated acute aware-
ness of the X-Trail model. Within just six hours
and without any monetary support, Nissan
Middle East had reached more than 1.8 mil-
lion people and received over 25,000 social
media interactions in the forms of likes, com-
ments and ‘regrams’, with ‘Nissan’ and ‘X-Trail’
being mentioned nearly 20,000 times. 

Nissan Mideast scoops 
Gold Award at MEPRA

DUBAI: The world’s favorite jeweler, Joyalukkas has opened their
Jewelry outlet at the destination where the world comes together -
Global Village, Dubai. This is a yearly initiative by Joyalukkas Jewelry
to bring jewelry from around the world to visitors from all over the
world. The Joyalukkas outlet in Global Village is located within the
Indian Pavillion and will offer a unique mix of jewelry to the millions
of visitors coming to experience this multi-cultural entertainment
and shopping spectacle with exclusive offers of up to 65% discount
for Diamond & Polki Jewelry, up to 50% discount for Pearl Jewelry,
Zero Making charges on selected Gold Jewelry, 50% discount on
making charge for selected Gold Jewelry & 10% making charge on
selected Precious Jewelry. 

“Global Village showcases the unique cultures, shopping and
cuisines of the world and Joyalukas is a destination that offers jewel-
ry from every nook and corner of the world hence we feel we per-
fectly compliment the theme of this unique destination” said Joy
Alukkas, Chairman & MD, Joyalukkas Group. The Joyalukkas outlet in

Global Village located within the Indian Pavilion was inaugurated by
Sreekumar K S Nair, MD, Mac Events LLC in the presence of John
Paul Alukkas, Executive Director, Joyalukkas Group, Sonia John Paul,
Director, Joyalukkas Group and other Joyalukkas officials. 

“We are a global jeweler and our intent is to capture the heart of
every jewelry lover in the world. At the Joyalukkas, Global Village
outlet the millions of residents and tourists visiting can expect a
very unique experience in jewelry shopping,” said John Paul Alukkas,
Executive Director, Joyalukkas Group. The Joyalukkas Global Village
outlet will showcase jewelry from various parts of the world to give
jewelry lovers the opportunity to see and buy unique collections of
jewelry in gold, diamond, precious stones, pearl and platinum. The
designs showcased include special creations from India, Turkey,
Italy, Singapore, Bahrain, China, South Africa and other European
countries. With over a million designs to choose from, the
Joyalukkas Global Village outlet will ensure visitors are spoilt for
choice. 

Joyalukkas opens outlet 
at Global Village Dubai

Gulf Bank’s 3-in-1 mega draw on 7 January 2016


